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1. Introduction
The report below is a supplement to the report submitted in connection with the application for an
extension of the project.
The initial report concluded:
“To finalize Phase 1 we therefore propose to:


experiment with the results of the questionnaire to understand the processes behind
raising the competence level at universities/institutes



prepare and have a two-day meeting to write a proposal for a Phase 2 application
which will be based on the sandbox idea.”

The minutes from the expert meeting in Copenhagen November 15-16 2018 have been attached as
Appendix 1. The result of the experimentation is described in section 3.2. “Exploratory analysis”.
The Copenhagen meeting resulted in a plan for developing a profile for the competence
development course/activities. However, at the meeting, a new initiative materialised, in which the
team present would be in charge of creating a Nordic collaboration, Nordic Digital Humanities Lab
(NDHL), which would be in charge of the infrastructure required to support the research activities.
This initiative defined by Kristoffer Laigaard Nielbo, Aarhus University, and Eetu Mäkelä, University
of Helsinki was discussed at the DHN2019 meeting and is supported by representatives from all the
Nordic countries. The description is included as Appendix 2.
In light of this initiative, we therefore suggest to postpone the development of the competence
course(s) until this infrastructure is up and running and can be used as a basis for the course.
Our recommendation is to see this report as the finalisation of this project and incorporate the
development of courses in NDHL. The Phase 2 application will therefore be developed once the
NDHL is up and running.

2. Introduction (from the July report)
Advances of digitalisation within Humanities open up for new research questions. One can explore
patterns and relations in a much more systematic way, and the digitalisation opens up for
completely new possibilities to study almost all aspects of life (smart cities, smart rooms, robots,
social media, IT in health etc.). The use of new possibilities requires new digital skills and raises
questions about the legal and ethical aspects of Humanities. Therefore, the advance of
digitalisation has consequences in particular for the faculties of Humanities and Arts as they will
need to allow researchers as well as students to engage in new competence development activities.
Many faculties in the Nordic countries are addressing the question of how best to support the
researcher in acquiring the right competence skills, and how best to give access to the required
infrastructure components. To address these questions, a Nordic project with involvement from all
the Nordic countries and with support from NeIC has been initiated.
The project had two phases where the objective for the first phase was (ref: the original proposal):
“The objective of this phase is to identify research areas and existing competences within
Digital Humanities and thus identify relevant areas for competence development. It is
important to identify existing activities and existing course development to avoid double
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work – and it is important to identify both gaps and areas, where existing material might be
transformed into DH course material. The objective therefore is to:
Identify existing courses which can be shared and reused
Identify needs for new course development”.
The methodology proposed in the application was (ref: the original proposal):
“A set of questions addressing status and needs within the three focus areas, will be
developed and raised in each of the Nordic countries, in order to ensure common ground.
To minimize the duration of this initial phase we will kick start the development of the
questionnaire with a workshop, where an initial version will be presented and the quality
tested. After the workshop, the questionnaire is ready to send out (a web version) and we
have a first mailing list of names. The methodology for collection of respondents for the
questionnaire will be snowball sampling.
Based on the responses, a group of researchers in each of the Nordic countries will identify
relevant competences and relevant course material for the three topics in focus. All
contributions are collected, digested and are grouped in relevant competence area and
relevant existing course material. A Nordic workshop for related partners will be held leading
to either existing courses or courses to be developed within each of the three topics.”

3. Analysis
Below we start with some of the observations already presented in the report on Phase 1
submitted in July (in the following, the July report) and then present the new analysis which forms
the basis for discussions on the state of DH competences at a given faculty.

3.1. Observations from the analysis of responses
As described in the July report, we only received 28 responses. Unfortunately, the tool allowed
for a poor description of the responder. Therefore, we were not able to group the responses
based on the information in the results, but rather based on the knowledge about the
responders. As not all responders were recognisable, this eliminated the possibility to link results
with countries.
Due to the very low response rate, all conclusions based on the survey need to be tested, using
different methods. Therefore, in the following, we use the terms “observe”, “indicate” etc., to
emphasise the high uncertainty.
Below are some highlights from the analysis of the questionnaires:
- Generally, there was a good knowledge of existing courses. 75% of the responders knew
about CodeRefinery, and 63% knew of offerings from DARIAH Teach and partner universities.
- When asked about which courses were offered, most pointed to basic statistics (54%)
and graphical representation of data (43%).
- Also, our interest in whether new digital humanity courses were developed, or whether
the required competences were taught as an integrated part of existing courses:
o On faculty level, 67% of the responders pointed to integrating the course components
into existing courses, and 33% had developed new, specialised courses.
o In the research groups, the picture was slightly different. Here 45% embedded
competence development in existing courses, 18% had developed specialised courses,
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and the rest used a mix.
On the support for basic skills like data management and communication, we found:
-

38% of the faculties offered support and/or solutions for external communication.
Most universities support their staff with a solution for data management.
47% of the responses had access to a solution which adhered to the GDPR directive and
24% had access to long-term storage.

And we noted that there was a general positive attitude towards the idea of the sandbox:
- 88% were positive towards the idea of a sandbox.
Overall, all questions related to sharing scored high: Researchers want to share!
- The highest score for Nordic collaboration was:
o “example material”,
o Lectures and Summer Schools.
The result of the questionnaire indicates – with great uncertainty – that:
- there is an interest in a Nordic collaboration
- there is an indication that the greatest gap is example material – which also can be used
in connection with the use of existing course material
- the most common approach for introducing the methodologies required for Digital
Humanities is to embed these as part of existing courses.
At the meeting, we decided to pursue this line and look into the possibility to base competence
development around such a secure environment – a sandbox with different, cleared data and a
number of tools for analysis and visualisation. This could then be a core component ingredient in
future courses on big data/cultural data analysis.
Another conclusion reached at the June meeting in Copenhagen was that the responses merit an
analysis based on a different approach where the responses are viewed as experimental points
which may be analysed and visualised to show where institutions are on a number of different axes.
Kristoffer Laigaard Nielbo, member of and active in CodeRefinery, has looked into different
methodologies for analysing the data.
After working with the data, the group around Kristoffer Laigaard Nielbo decided to code the
results and generate heatmaps for a number of predefined scenarios as described below:

3.2. Exploratory analysis
By Kristoffer Laigaard Nielbo
We developed two web applications in order to explore the survey data interactively. Application 1,
which is primarily meant for discussions with decision makers, allows users to 1) explore different
simulated scenarios (low, medium and high effort models) for data management at the
departmental and faculty level, and 2) compare the scenarios to the actual responses (Fig. 1).
Summarising the survey results, application 1 shows that in Scandinavia digital competence
development at the humanities faculties reflects the lower part of the medium effort scenario (i.e.,
closer to low effort). Application 2, which uses an artificial neural network to identify the survey
responses’ underlying associative structure, identifies survey items that are the best predictors of
queries (i.e. the items that are strongly related to specific query items). A query could for instance
be “what is most strongly associated with an interest in using HPC in the humanities?“, and the
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application will respond that competence development in statistics is the strongest predictor, but
also that interdisciplinary dialogue is likely to matter. With reference to future project
development, we queried the model for a) interest in using sandbox environments for practice and
data experiments in the humanities, b) interest in and willingness to share training resources, and
more generally, c) willingness to collaborate on resource development. We found that
interdisciplinary dialogue and a general willingness to collaborate are most strongly related to an
interest in using sandboxes. Furthermore, we found that resource sharing and collaboration seem
to be associated with institutional support for communication and research data management as
well as availability of existing competence development resources. It is important to point out that
results from both applications are based on a survey with a limited response rate and that they
make strong assumptions on the underlying data generating process.

Fig 1: A frame from application 1 that illustrates responses to the existence and character of data management at the
faculty level (column 1). Most participants are stating that something is indeed being done at the faculty level (“no we
are not doing nothing,”), but results are also indicating that activities are either at the level of plans or local initiatives
(upper left corner). The actual responses are compared with a random response model (column 2) and a medium effort
model (column 3) and the distance from both models computed in order to illustrate which model is closest to the
response (row 2). The average distance between the data and models shows that responses are more similar to the
medium effort model than the random baseline model. This, however, is not true for high effort (not shown here).

4. Next step
As indicated in the introduction, the recommended order of activities is first to implement the
NDHL infrastructure and once in place, develop the competence courses and offer them as part of
Software Carpentry and/or CodeRefinery.
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5. Economy
Status August, 2018
As per August 2018 for Phase 1 of the activity Increasing Digital Competences within
Humanities

NOK

Budget

Spending Provisions

(2017)

315.000

3.906

2018)

311.094

10.172

Unspent
-311.094

60.375

-240.547

Status March, 2019
As part of the prolongation discussion, the budget was reduced. The information lies with AnneMarie Bach, NeIC, who was in charge of the budget, and who left in December 2018. Before she
left, she paid for the Copenhagen meeting and paid an agreed 40.000 NKR to Kristoffer Laigaard
Nielbo for the analysis application. After this, 6.076 NKR was left and was dedicated to Annika
Rockenberger for developing the course description. Due to illness, this money has not been spent.
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6. Appendix
Appendix 1: Minutes from the expert meeting in Copenhagen, November 15-16, 2018
Appendix 2: NDHL description (written by Kristoffer Laigaard Nielbo)
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Expert Meeting, November 15-16, 2018
Time

November 15-16, 2018, noon to noon

Place

NORDUnet, Kastrup

Participants










Kristoffer Nielbo (KN), SDU, Denmark
Anne-Marie Bach (AMB), NeIC, Denmark (minute taker)
Birte Christensen-Dalsgaard (BCD), DIGHUMLAB, Denmark
Jouni Tuominen (JT), HELDIG, University of Helsinki, Finland
Eetu Makela (EM), HELDIG, University of Helsinki, Finland
Tero Aalto (TA), Language Center at CSC, Helsinki, Finland
Annika Rockenberger (AR), National Library, Norway
Koraljka Golub (KG), Associate Professor, Linnaeus University, Sweden
Andreas Kerren (AK), Linnaeus University, Sweden (online: deic.zoom.us/j/104068746).

Agenda
Thursday
12:00 – 12:30
12:30 – 14:00
12:30 – 13:00
13:00 – 13:30
13:30 – 14:00
14:00 – 14:30
14:30 – 18:00
14:30 – 15:15
15:15 – 15:30
15:30 – 18:00
19:00 –
Friday
09:00 – 09:15
09:15 – 10:45
10:45 – 11:00
11:00 – 12:00

Sandwiches outside meeting room
1. Setting the scene
1.1. Welcome and short presentation of project and results (BCD)
1.2. Presentation of results from questionnaire (KN)
1.3. Discussion on sustainability/Software Carpentry (KN)
Coffee break
2. Data – your own data and reading the results of others (chair: AK, online)
3. How to read graphs, illustrations etc. (chair: BCD)
Break
4. The importance of understanding your data (chair: AR)
Dinner Atlas-Bar, Larsbjørnsstræde 18

Good morning and recap of day 1 (BCD)
5. “Technical” competences required to get started in distant reading (analysis
and visualization) (Chair: KN)
Coffee break
6. Definition of work – who does what? (Chair: KN)
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THURSDAY NOVEMBER 15, 2018

1. Setting the scene
1.1. Welcome and short presentation of project and results (BCD)
The objective of the meeting is to identify the basis for the competence development activities
and to identify the team which will write a proposal (phase 2).
An important first task was to identify lacking competence development activities to stimulate the
uptake of digital methodologies in the humanities.
As a means to this, a questionnaire was developed and, for each country, an anchorperson was
identified and given the responsibility to secure a good return. An analysis of the process showed
that a) the questionnaire was too complicated, and b) the idea with the anchorperson did not
work in all countries. As a result, the return was low, and we only obtained few completed
questionnaires. In the first report to NeIC, the results were analysed using traditional means, and
some trends were identified, which was also included in the report to NeiC:
- Generally, there was a good knowledge of existing course. A 75% of the responders knew
about the Code Refinery, and 63 % knew of offerings from Dariah Teach and partner
universities.
- When asked about which courses were offered, most pointed to basic statistics (54%)
and graphical representation of data (43%).
- Also, our interest in whether new digital humanity courses were developed, or whether
the required competences were taught as an integrated part of existing courses
o On the faculty level a 67% of the responders pointed to integrating the course
components into existing courses and 33% had developed new, specialized courses.
o In the research groups the picture was slightly different; here 45% embedded the
competence development in existing courses, 18% had developed specialized courses,
and the rest used a mix
On the support for basic skills like, data management and communication, we found:
- 38% of the faculties offered support and/or solution for external communication.
- Most universities support their staff with a solution for data management.
- 47% of the responses had access to a solution which adhered to the GDPR directive and
24% had access to long term storage.
On the technical side,
- Only 29% of the responders anticipated using a super computer.
And we noted, that there was a general positive attitude towards the idea of the sandbox:
- 88% were positive towards the idea of a sandbox
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And finally, despite ethical consideration being a hallmark for humanities,
- Only 21% of the faculties have a common practice supporting the ethical challenges.
Overall, all questions related to sharing, scored high: researcher want to share!
- The highest score for Nordic collaboration was:
o “example material”,
o Lectures and Summer Schools.

Considering the process behind, it was found that each of the respondents should be considered
an expert. At the last meeting, it was agreed that the results should be analysed to reflect this
situation.

1.2. Presentation of results from questionnaire (KN)
KN gave a presentation in which he turned the responses from the questionnaire into a dataset
that could be queried in different manners.
Presented distance between survey and bland model (survey – random – bland model/yes-wecan-model/nightmare model).

1.3. Discussion on sustainability/Software Carpentry (KN)
As part of the discussion on sustainability, the Software Carpentry model was presented and
discussed.


The Carpentries, open community global teaching models, teaching basic scientific
computing (does not immediately fit into digital humanities).
Model: strong brand, crowdsourced development, peer-to-peer, collaborative learning and
knowledge transfer, train-the-trainer program – external funding and membership tiers
(NeIC holds a Platinum membership from November 1, 2018 – one year).

AR suggests setting up a similar course, renaming it or various content depending on need.


CodeRefinery
Goals increased competence in software development, better science through
reproducibility and reusable code, also strengthening the Nordic communities;
o Automated testing
o CMake
o Code coverage analysis
o Code review
o IDEs
o Jupyter Notebooks
3
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o Read the Docs or GitHub/GitLab pages
o Travis CI
o Git
As a Nordic initiative (the sustainability model is a bit shaggy for CodeRefinery), it can be either
local, regional, national, or it can become a part of The Carpentries.


Humanities Programming
Sustainability of competence development, organizational resilience.
o Diversity
o Openness
o Modularity
o Slack resources
o Matching cycles.

BCD asks if online courses are a possibility.
AR points out that the learning experience (either Software Carpentry or CodeRefinery) matters a
lot. Networking grows into smaller groups who can benefit from each other.
EM mentions that HELDIG is about to build an online course, self-study tutorials, intended for
future tutorials even if a physical course.
BCD asks if the meeting participants are about to build F2F courses. AR confirms and adds that
there should be trainers/instructors.
There was general agreement that a combination of Code Refinery and Carpentry would be the
optimal solution regarding sustainability.
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2. Data – your own data and reading the results of others (AK,
online)
Talk by AK slides from 14.45 (35 minutes): “Benefits and perspectives of information visualization
for the humanities and social sciences”.















Information overload problem or big data leading to important questions
o Use of data
o Who or what defines relevance of information?
o What kind of visual representation and interaction technique can facilitate problem
solving and decision-making?
Motivation
Information visualization – use of interactive (abstract data)
Benefits InfoVis
InfoVis visual representations
Interactions, various types
o (data side)
o (mapping side)
o (view side)
o Plus Mantra, overview
Visual analytics
o Combinations of fields, combines the strengths of humans and computers – science
of analytical.
Detect the expected with automatic analysis – and discover the unexpected
Visual stance analytics
o Linguistics
o Data
o Current machine learning classifier
Network visualization
o Scalability can be a problem.

KN asks how it is possible to target graduate students and above. He stresses that introduction to
visualization is necessary, assessing and building visualization, and asks how an introductory
visualization should be approached.
AK talks about building/developing opposite using visualization. She mentions that fundamental
perceptual training is needed, that basic understanding of how things work is crucial, and that
information should be expressive/effective. If incorrectly interpreted, things can go wrong.
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BCD says that visualization to explore data is part of these tools and asks if these can be grouped
graphs or visualization. There is a need to understand what questions to ask regarding the graphs.
AK comments that visualization depends totally on the task you need to solve. AK has lectures on
various levels regarding basic understanding, different assignments some more analytical
questions, some can bring their own dataset, but for others use of standard tools. Important if
student can bring experiences and hands-on.
BCD mentions the importance of learning by doing – of teaching students to use the graphs rather
than to read the graphs.
There was general agreement that the skill of visually “playing” with data as well as understanding
the limitations of the visual representation is very important.
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4. The importance of understanding your data (AR)
1. What is data, what is humanities data?
2. Research objects in the humanities



What are the objects of investigation?
What are these objects in the digital?
(Very different research objects/tasks and data)
EM talks about structured and unstructured data: The analysis part has a lot in common,
(types) the pipeline is to extract structure to analyse certain formats/attributes, but only a
certain amount of paths.
AR points out that EM sees this from an analysis point of view. She is not sure a humanist
would see the same.

3. Interlude


Have the objects changed?

4. Humanities data





Where do we meet data?
What do we want to do with the data
What methods do we have (to know) and which tools do we use
What are the results of our research

5. Interlude




Data management plans
Data storage and data archiving
Data re-use

6. Types of data and data types – structures


Definition - humanists think thematically or in classes (not types)

7. Concluding remarks


What competences does the humanities researcher need to work with data?

BCD points out that you really need to understand the properties you are dealing with – what are
the conditions, the uncertainties, whatever you are predicting.
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EM mentions that people have their own data, collection, research on how the data has come
about, but then there is the question of how to store and archive – how to find data. EM brings up
another question, that is how data modelling, different versions, old data, a lot of data, what has
been done to the data before I entered this?
AR comments that most of the researchers who methodically gather data have taken major steps,
thinking about a structure.
KN says that they always ask potential students in a spreadsheet what they know about collecting
data and what they have done with or to data.
AR adds that she would need a protocol – a guideline to collect data that will reflect how she does
her research. This is a vital point.
BCD remarks that understanding data is also an understanding of structure.
KN talks about an outcome to an application, table of content, or a list of course development.
BCD stresses the importance of creating a number of modules, operating on amount of modules.
KN suggests getting as much content as possible in the next application to NeIC.
AR asks who is against CodeRefinery? No one is against it.
EM proposes a two-day workshop as that would serve well.
KN asks how to make it relevant to HELDIG? KN likes that idea of using data literacy, visualisation
literacy.
BCD asks from either HELDIG or CSC, what are the greatest needs?
EM ansers an introduction to methods course with topics covered, already many topics available.
KN talks about reformulating and extracting the essence of HELDIG’s program into a future course,
ideal if the language/phrase matches or is aligned with The Carpentries or CodeRefinery.
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FRIDAY NOVEMBER 16, 2018

5. Technical competences required to get started in distant
reading (analysis and visualization) (KN)
Project model / phase 2-proposal deadline end January 2019
Coordination




Birte Christensen-Dalsgaard coordinates
Kristoffer Nielbo and Annika Rockenberger write (group of 3).
Kristoffer Nielbo will also coordinate with Jonah Duckles, The Carpentries, include the royal
/national libraries.

Data methods





Art of programming
Data Analysis (statistics, understanding data, data modelling)
Data Collection & Preparation
Visualization

Contributions



Instructors from each country
Annually ½ FT = Kristoffer Nielbo (an offer)

Financial needs






1 to 1 1/2 FT annually to steer (take the lead, coordinate activities) the project and each
member /national provider contributes with a fixed share
Funding: 3-year period – 2019-2021, sustainability is needed incl. instructors willing to
participate in all three years.
Clarify how to find funding in each country.
Kristoffer Nielbo can find some funds in Denmark.
Anne-Marie Bach wants all spendings concerning this workshop, be it travel and
accommodation, to be sent at the latest November 19, 2018 incl. scanned bills, to budget
and plan the rest of this phase.

Sweden




KG needs to check out with colleagues who would like to join.
Ilir and AK will set up courses within visualization anyhow – they might contribute.
HUMLabs?
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Maybe Anna Foka (no, no time)

Denmark


BCD offers to run coordination on behalf of DIGHUMLAB

Norway


AR will look for solutions in Norway, who (University Library) partnership with the
carpentries in Norway.

Finland


(DHN) Nordic Digital Humanity Lab

Work package documenting
EM says canvas actual researchers, their big materials, they are interested in providing, getting
their national HPC to develop a draft – HELDIG are willing to take this initiative.
KN comments that it is important to different representatives in this respect.
AR says that they need proof from above (home institutions/national providers).
AR is writing along with KN and BCD (coordinating/lead). KG offered/is willing to get contributions
from Ilir and Andreas if needed.
For HELDIG to be able to initiate this, they need collaborations between HELDIG and the Danish
Cultural Cluster.
For Sweden any HPC people? SNIC? KG will check out the CLARIN, SNIC (national training
coordinator Joachim Hein).
AR asks what about NLPL or Tromsø?
KN finishes that they need researchers to be included in this project.

Thanks to everyone for your time and engagement in the two-day meeting.
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Nordic Digital Humanities Laboratory
Project Plan
February 15, 2019

Background
The rapid growth of digital data and the development of computational technologies are transforming knowledge discovery and understanding in every domain of human inquiry. All research
domains, from the sciences to the arts, are impacted by this transformation through new ways
of storing, curating and analyzing data. Humanities however is impacted threefold due to
i) domain-specific requirements to and restrictions on humanities data; ii) limited experience
with data management and high performance computing among researchers; and iii) lack of
infrastructure for developing and supporting data-intensive research. To remedy this, we propose to establish a Nordic Digital Humanities Laboratory (NDHL), a collaboration between
Scandinavian university research groups in Digital Humanities (DH).

Project Vision
Our vision is to implement a virtual laboratory for large scale DH research by a) creating new
ways to enable data-intensive humanities research by implementing a common data, software
and service stack at multiple Scandinavian royal libraries and HPC centres; b) ensuring joint
access to restricted and copyrighted data (e.g., digital newspapers and literature); c) developing
a sandbox environment that enables safe explorations of cultural heritage collections (restricted
or otherwise) for prototyping, piloting, and competency development; d) pooling competencies
within the user community, research & development groups and expert support teams; e) creating a community of practice that can facilitate knowledge sharing and common standards
for data management and DH pipelines beyond NDHL; and f) enabling internationally competitive data-intensive research and experimentation at a scale that would not be possible on
commodity computing clusters.

Expected Benefit
Better Scandinavian Large-scale Digital Humanities Research
The overarching goal of NDHL is to enable and support state-of-the-art reproducible and internationally competitive large-scale DH research in Scandinavia. NDHL does this by i) developing and maintaining a reusable and extensible codebase; ii) facilitating access to computing
resources and data that are not available on commodity clusters or cloud computing services;
iii) aggregating sufficiently rich metadata in order to map the possibilities and limitations of a
given collection
1
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Project Description

Stronger Scandinavian Digital Humanities Community
While the Scandinavian DH communities are already strong at a national level, we lack a
transnational community for large-scale DH research to parallel more traditional eScience research areas (e.g., HEP, bioinformatics). NDHL will serve as a hub for large-scale DH researchers and facilitate knowledge transfer within and across research groups. The effort will
be catalyzed by providing an open chat platform and organizing yearly workshops and tutorials.

Faster Data Access, Sharing and Collaboration
Research data management in the humanities is complicated by extensive restrictions due to
copyright and sensitive data. This results in slow and inefficient project development, where access and sharing become bottlenecks. NDHL will develop and test new and innovative solutions
for accessing, sharing and collaborating on large-scale data collections. In particular, NDHL
will i) develop location-based implementations of virtual laboratories at national libraries and
data providers where access is permitted; ii) store enriched and derived data nationally in accordance with the FAIR principles (findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable); and share
pipelines and data with NDHL partners through remote access in order to promote reproducible
large-scale comparative research in the Scandinavian region.

Work Packages
As a ‘virtual laboratory’, NDHL will consist of several work packages (WPs), for which it
prepares and maintains software and data infrastructures. A WP is a research or infrastructure
project in its own right that at least one partner commits resources to.
[WPs will be added as partners join]

WP 1: FAIR Embeddings for Textual Cultural Heritage
Valid and scalable solutions to research questions for textual cultural heritage (TeCH) data will
increasingly depend on access to so-called neural embeddings. Neural embeddings are abstract
and distributed dense representations of language (characters, words, phrases) that are learned
by data-intensive representation-learning algorithms implemented as deep neural network architecture. To ensure that DH researchers uses state-of-the-art technology for tackling complex
TeCH problems, it is mandatory that they have access to pre-trained multi-level embeddings for
their respective language, which follow the FAIR principles (findable, accessible, interoperable,
and resuable). With the workpackage FAIR Embeddings for Textual Cultural Heritage (FAIR
eTeCH), NDHL will pioneer FAIR embeddings for Scandinavian languages, which through a
collaboration with national libraries and an innovative use of regulations pertaining to derived
data can circumvent restriction on copyrighted and sensitive data.
One of the greatest challenges for large scale DH research is access to original or direct
data (e.g., the content of newspaper article) because of copyright restrictions. In Denmark, for
instance, a newspaper article in the Danish Mediastream has to be more than a century old
in order to allow a researcher free data mining access, which has the unfortunate consequence
of making DH research utilizing newspapers historical. Embeddings however have status as
derived data1 that does not allow for a reconstruction of the original data source. Embeddings
1

The OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms defines a ‘derived data element’ as: A derived data element is a
data element derived from other data elements using a mathematical, logical, or other type of transformation,
e.g. arithmetic formula, composition, aggregation.
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Project Description

trained on large newspaper collections are more than adequate to solve problems related to
semantic similarity and drift.
FAIR eTeCH will pilot an innovative solution for training and sharing embeddings, where
the WP in collaboration with the Danish Royal Library installs a Lamda Blade deep learning server at the Royal Library in order to train and host embeddings for the full Mediastream
newspaper collection. A location-based solution is necessary because data mining of copyrighted
newspapers is only legal within the physical walls of a library. The use of a dedicated server designed for GPU-intensive HPC is further necessary because the Danish Royal Library’s current
eScience infrastructure, the Cultural Heritage Cluster, does not contain GPU nodes necessary
for deep learning and Lamda offers a robust solution for piloting at a competitive price. In time
NDHL will release embeddings for all Scandinavian languages hosted through national HPC
service providers as part of the NDHL virtual laboratory.

Organization
Partners and associates
name

email

role

Eetu Mäkelä
eetu.makela@helsinki.fi
Kristoffer L. Nielbo kln@cas.au.dk
NDHL Contact Persons
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PM (FI)
PM (DK)

